
APA STYLE PAPER LAYOUT

General Format This image shows the title page for an APA sixth edition paper. Please see our Sample APA Paper
resource to see an example of an APA.

Stick to reporting the most important data. Each reference should use a hanging indentation: the first line of
the reference should be flush left, but each additional line of the reference needs to be indented. Every quote or
piece of outside information included in the paper should be referenced and have an entry. Consult the image
below for examples of journal articles in APA format. Leave 1 in. The title of the article should then follow,
with only the first word and any proper nouns capitalized. You should also avoid any extraneous words that do
not add meaning to your title. Need help with other writing topics? According to Belafonte , Harlem was full
of artists and musicians in the late s. Use Times New Roman, pt size. Use both upper-case and lower-case
letters. This allows the reader of your work to see where the information originated. Overall, we found that
both average fixation duration and pupil dilation differed when participants viewed web pages with lower
visual design ratings compared to web pages with a higher visual design rating. Basic Rules for Tables All
tables should be numbered e. More so, the eye tracking data has the potential to identify patterns amongst
websites of lower or higher quality. Here are two APA format citation examples: Harlem had many artists and
musicians in the late s Belafonte,  Although some self-report scales are validated within the literature, there are
still issues with the use of self-report questionnaires. Is each column of the table clearly labeled? Title case
capitalization: Capitalize the first, last, and principal words. Strive to communicate data in a way that is clear
and easy to understand. Say goodbye to an out of place noun , preposition , or adjective, and hello to a fully
edited paper. Brief Overviews  Do not translate them into Arabic numerals. To add double-spacing in
Microsoft Word, highlight all the text you want double-spaced, then click on Page Layout. Too much
extraneous information can overwhelm and confuse the reader. Research Questions We know from previous
research that the quality of websites mediates many aspects of e-commerce, and provides insight as to how
consumers view the webpages in general. Showing a time, age, or date a. Other APA formatting number rules
to keep in mind: Always include a zero before a decimal point 0. The reasoning behind it is to aid in
proofreading. The regular formatting guidelines regarding font and margins apply. If a colon appears in the
title, the first letter after the colon should also be capitalized. International Journal of Consumer Studies, 34 6 ,
â€” The emperor of any place. If you have little numeric information to present, it should be described in the
text of your paper. Way to go! Heading 5 Indented, italics, sentence case capitalization, a final period.


